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Questions? Contact us!
The Pertti Nurmi Collection is open for research. Users are encouraged to use the Blues Photographs digital collection
to access the items.










Title: Pertti Nurmi Collection
Dates: 1967-1985
Collector: Nurmi, Pertti
Physical Extent: 1 box (.417 linear feet)




Language of Material: English
Abstract: Photographs of blues musicians, performances and festivals in Finland.
Administrative Information
Additions
No further additions are expected to this collection.
Alternative Formats









Pertti Nurmi Collection, Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, The University of Mississippi
Access Restrictions
The Pertti Nurmi Collection is open for research. Users are encouraged to use the Blues Photographs digital
collection to access the items.
Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are
authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship or research." If a user makes a
request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use", that user may be liable
for copyright infringement.
Related Material
Resources at the University of Mississippi
For more digitally available photographs of Blues musicians and performances, see the Blues Photographs digital
collection.
Arrangement
This collection is arranged alphabetically according to musician.
Container List
These items are available in the Blues Photographs digital collection.
Pete Allen (1981). Helsinki (Finland)
Carey Bell, Lawrence Wimberley, and Pee Wee Madison (1970). Helsinki (Finland)
Pee Wee Madison and Carey Bell (1970). Helsinki (Finland)
Carey Bell (1981). London (England)
Lurrie Bell in London (1981). London (England)
Eddie Boyd (1970). Helsinki (Finland)
Eddie Boyd (1979 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Lonnie Brooks and Dion Payton (1984). Helsinki (Finland)
Ruth Brown (1980). Helsinki (Finland)
Eddie Burns (1972). Helsinki (Finland)
Big Sam Clark (1977 Pori Jazz Festival). Pori (Finland)
Albert Collins (1982 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Albert Collins and A.C. Reed (1982 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Jimmy Dawkins (1974). Helsinki (Finland)
Champion Jack Dupree (1973). Helsinki (Finland)
Delmar "Might Mouth" Evans (1985). Pori (Finland)
Margie Evans and Lurrie Bell (1981). London (England)
Larry Exum (1983). Helsinki (Finland)
Johnny B. Gayden (1982 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Lacy Gibson (1979). Helsinki (Finland)
James Green (1974). Helsinki (Finland)
Buddy Guy (1985). Helsinki (Finland)
Walter Horton (1976). Helsinki (Finland)
Son House (1967). Helsinki (Finland)
Jimmy Johnson (1983). Helsinki (Finland)
Casey Jones (1982 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Little Willie Littlefield (1984). Helsinki (Finland)
Johnny Littlejohn (1970). Helsinki (Finland)
Preston Love (1980). Helsinki (Finland)
Doug MacLeod (1982). Stockholm (Sweden)
Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry (1967). Helsinki (Finland)
Andrew Odom (1974). Helsinki (Finland)
Queen Ida (1980). Helsinki (Finland)
A.C. Reed (1982 Puistoblues Festival). Finland
Rocking Dopsie (1980). Helsinki (Finland)
T-Bone Walker (1972). Helsinki (Finland)
Hound Dog Taylor, Odie Payne and Dillard Crume (1967). Helsinki (Finland)
Koko Taylor and Little Walter (1967). Helsinki (Finland)
Sonny Terry (1980). Helsinki (Finland)
